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ABSTRACT
We explore a unique electromagnetic signature of stellar-mass compact-object binaries
long before they are detectable in gravitational waves. We show that gravitational lensing of
light emitting components of a compact-object binary, by the other binary component, could
be detectable in the nearby universe. This periodic lensing signature could be detected from
present and future X-ray observations, identifying the progenitors of binaries that merge in
the LIGO band, and also unveiling populations that do not merge, thus providing a tracer
of the compact-object binary population in an enigmatic portion of its life. We argue that
periodically repeating lensing flares could be observed for ∼< 100 ks orbital-period binaries
with the future Lynx X-ray mission, possibly concurrent with gravitational wave emission in
the LISA band. Binaries with longer orbital periods could be more common and be detectable
via single lensing flares, though with reliance on a model for the flare, testable by observations
of future flares. Non-detection of such events, even with existing X-ray observations, will help
to constrain the population of EM bright compact-object binaries.
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1 INTRODUCTION: LENSING HAPPENS
The detection of the merger of eleven compact-object (CO) bina-
ries by the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory
(LIGO) (Abbott et al. 2016b,c, 2017a,e,b,c; The LIGO Scientific
Collaboration et al. 2018) has begun to shape our understanding
of binary black hole (BBH) and binary neutron star (BNS) de-
mographics (e.g., Abbott et al. 2016a, 2017d; The LIGO Scien-
tific Collaboration et al. 2018). While ongoing monitoring of the
high-frequency gravitational-wave (GW) sky with LIGO will con-
tinue to enhance our understanding of these fascinating systems,
detection at merger offers only a snapshot in a binary’s lifetime.
A snapshot from which we aim to infer the entire life story of a
population of CO-binary systems: the mechanisms that form the
binaries and eventually drive them towards merger. Here we offer
a possible electromagnetic (EM) mechanism with the potential to
diversify the demographic sample of CO binaries to include those
at an earlier stage of evolution: outside of the LIGO and the lower
GW-frequency LISA (Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017) snapshots, prior
to strong GW emission.
On the theoretical side, proposed mechanisms for the forma-
tion of binaries that will merge in the LIGO band involve a vari-
ety of astrophysical processes that are still uncertain. The two most
highly studied channels for forming LIGO binaries are isolated evo-
lution of massive binary-star systems in the ‘field’ via the common-
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envelope (e.g., Voss & Tauris 2003; Dominik et al. 2012, 2013;
Ivanova et al. 2013; Dominik et al. 2015; Belczynski et al. 2016b,a)
and chemically homogeneous evolution (de Mink & Mandel 2016;
Mandel & de Mink 2016; Marchant et al. 2016) scenarios, and dy-
namical formation in dense cluster environments (e.g., Portegies
Zwart & McMillan 2000; Banerjee et al. 2010; Tanikawa 2013; Bae
et al. 2014; Rodriguez et al. 2015, 2016a; Askar et al. 2017; Park
et al. 2017), or via secular dynamical interactions such as the Kozai-
Lidov mechanism (Antonini & Perets 2012; Naoz 2016; Silsbee
& Tremaine 2017; Antonini et al. 2017; Randall & Xianyu 2018;
Zhang et al. 2019). With other possible scenarios involving very
massive stars, AGN discs, or primordial black holes (BHs; Fryer
et al. 2001; Loeb 2016; Bird et al. 2016; Stone et al. 2017; Bartos
et al. 2017; McKernan et al. 2018; D’Orazio & Loeb 2018).
To determine which channels dominate, and to gain insight
into the astrophysics regulating each channel, we must aim to deter-
mine in what proportion the proposed formation and merger mech-
anisms contribute to the observed CO merger rate. Achieving this
relies on predicting unique imprints of formation channels on bi-
nary properties during an observable portion of their lifetimes. Such
properties include mass and spins at inspiral and merger (Gerosa
et al. 2013; Kesden et al. 2015; Gerosa et al. 2015; Rodriguez et al.
2016b; Gerosa & Berti 2017; Fishbach et al. 2017; Liu & Lai 2017;
Rodriguez et al. 2018b; Rodriguez & Antonini 2018), redshift dis-
tributions (Rodriguez & Loeb 2018; Rodriguez et al. 2018a), ec-
centricities measured near merger in the LIGO band and also ear-
lier in the binary evolution, with lower frequency GWs from LISA,
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as well as comparison of populations across the LIGO and LISA
bands (D’Orazio & Loeb 2018; Samsing et al. 2018; Samsing &
D’Orazio 2018; D’Orazio & Samsing 2018; Gerosa et al. 2019).
With the exception of recent work (Samsing et al. 2019; Kremer
et al. 2019a), the majority of methods for measuring such binary
properties can only be employed near merger, when GW emission
is detectable, or when strong EM transients associated with merger
may operate (e.g., explosions related to NS mergers Abbott et al.
2017c).
In this work we propose an EM signature of CO binaries that
would act as a tracer of CO binary formation and evolution long
before detection is possible in GWs. We propose an EM tracer
caused by binary self-lensing whereby at least one component of
the CO binary is bright and is periodically magnified by its com-
panion via gravitational lensing. Such an EM signature would be
uniquely periodic while having the benefit of being a magnified
source of intrinsic emission. This unique EM signature would pro-
vide another handle on CO-binary populations in a regime compli-
mentary to GW observations, helping to vet formation and merger
scenarios. It is possible (though less-likely) that binary self-lensing
could also serve as an EM counterpart to future GW observations
with the space-based LISA.
In Section 2 we consider the spatial and time scales associ-
ated with lensing, in calculations that apply to any pair of merg-
ing COs, whether they consist of NSs, stellar mass BHs, or super-
massive BHs. In this work we focus on CO binaries that, if they
merge, would generate gravitational waves in the LIGO band. We
have considered the case of supermassive BHs in a previous work
(D’Orazio & Di Stefano 2018).
In Section 3, we consider the optimal binary parameters for
generating high magnification lensing flares that could be found
to repeat over the course of a single or a few X-ray observations
(∼< 10
2 ks). We further generate mock X-ray light curves for hy-
pothetical nearby sources accreting at the Eddington limit and ob-
served with Chandra-like, or future Lynx-like X-ray telescopes.
In Section 4 we estimates the number of CO binary systems
that we expect to be EM bright at orbital periods and inclinations
that can be probed by existing and future X-ray observations (as
motivated in §3). We further consider mechanisms for lighting up
the binary components, namely accretion from supernova fall-back
or a common-envelope stage, or gas overflow from a tertiary stel-
lar companion. In §5 we conclude with a discussion of what we
may learn from lensing observations of CO binaries and in §6 we
conclude.
2 BINARY SELF-LENSING: SPATIAL AND TIME
SCALES
We consider a binary consisting of two masses, M1 and M2, on a
circular orbit with semimajor axis a, mass ratio q = M2/M1 6 1,
and total mass M = M1 + M2. The Schwarzschild radius associ-
ated with the total mass is
RS,T =
2GM
c2
. (1)
A natural unit of time is
TT,cross = RS,T
c
, (2)
the time required for light to traverse a distance equal to the
Schwarzschild radius associated with M .
The semimajor axis may be expressed in units of RS,T: a =
NaRS,T. The orbital period is
Porb = TT,cross
[
2
√
2pi N3/2a
]
. (3)
The time to merger is
τmerge = TT,cross
[
5
32
(1 + q)2
q
(
N4a −N4a,merge
)]
. (4)
The ratio between the time to merge and the orbital period is
τmerge
Porb
=
( 5
64
√
2pi
)( (1 + q)2
q
)
N5/2a . (5)
To incorporate lensing, we consider the Einstein radius, which
depends on the line-of-sight distance, ap(t), between the lens and
source. The distance from the observer to the binary may range
from several parsecs to hundreds of Mpc, while the source and lens
are in a compact binary. Hence, because the source-lens distance
is much smaller than the distance to the binary, we can write the
Einstein radius of each component of the binary, RE,i as follows,
RE,i =
(
2 ap(t)RS,i
)1/2
= RS,T
(
2 g(t) fi(q)
)1/2
N1/2a .
(6)
Here, g(t) is needed to include the orbital phase dependence of
the line-of-sight separation between source and lens, and fi(q) in-
cludes the relationship between RS,i and RS,T (See for example
Eq. (1) of D’Orazio & Di Stefano 2018).
The effects of lensing depend on u(t), the projected distance
between the source of light and the foreground lens mass expressed
in units ofRE,i. The magnification of a point source by a point lens
is 1.34, when u = 1. For much smaller values of u, the magnifica-
tion is 1/u. If the lensed object is a NS, the light that is deflected
is most likely to come from near the surface of the neutron star:
Rsource = RNS. If the lensed object is a BH, light to be deflected
may come from the region near the innermost stable circular orbit
(ISCO) atRsource = 3RS,j. To avoid finite-source-size effects that
lead to lower magnification, we require u > (1+)×Rsource/RE,i,
Thus, the maximum magnification possible,Mmax, is
Mmax = RE,i
Rsource (1 + )
= N1/2a
(2 g(t) f(q))1/2 RS,T
(1 + )Rsource
. (7)
This peak magnification occurs when the line-of-sight separation
between the source and lens is at its maximum, and it repeats once
per orbital period.
We can estimate the duration of the periodic lensing events to
be τev = 2RE,i/vorb,
τev = TT,cross 4
(
g(t) f(q)
)1/2
Na. (8)
The duty cycle is the fraction of the orbital period during which an
event is ongoing,
D =
( 1
pi
)(
2Na
)−1/2 (
g(t) f(q)
)1/2
. (9)
The time during which detectable effects occur may be either
longer than or shorter than τev, since depending on the situation,
the value of u needed to produce detectable magnification may be
either larger than or smaller than u = 1.
We can only detect the effects of lensing if the orbit is well-
aligned with our line of sight. The probability that the alignment is
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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suitable is approximately equal to
P = RE,L
a
= N−1/2a
(
2 g(t) f(q)
)1/2
, (10)
where suitable here means that u 6 1.
The probability that the source is aligned within an inclination
that givesMmax is lower and given, for Rsource  a, by
PMmax ∼
2
pi
Rsource
a
=
2
pi
P
Mmax =
2
pi
(1 + )Rsource
RS,T
N−1a ∼ N−1a .
(11)
For choice of Rsource = 3RS,j , which is approximately the NS
radius and the size of the BH ISCO, then PAmax ∼ N−1a is only
approximate up to a factor of (1 + q)−1 for the primary lens and
(1 + 1/q)−1 for the secondary lens.
In Figure 1 we show the relationship between the orbital pe-
riod and quantities relevant for detection. For each of four binary
masses (left panel) and four binary mass ratios (right panel), Fig-
ure 1 shows, from top to bottom: the maximum magnification, the
duration of the lensing event, the time to merger via gravitational
wave emission, and the probability for alignment suitable for strong
lensing Eq. (10).
We have selected a region, marked by two parallel vertical
lines, corresponding to orbital periods between 100 ks and 200 ks.
X-ray observations of external galaxies can cover comparable time
intervals, often in separate exposures, possibly even by different
X-ray telescopes. Some galaxies within 10 − 20 Mpc have been
observed for more than 5 times as long. If the total exposure time
is larger than an orbital period there is a good chance of detecting a
lensing spike multiple times. Thus, in the region in-between and to
the left of the parallel lines, the lensing hypothesis would be most
easily testable through a repeating signature.
To the right of the parallel lines, a single flare may still be
detected and identified as a lensing candidate, to be followed up
with future observations. These longer orbital-period binaries have
longer lasting flares (∼> 100 sec) and higher maximum magnifica-
tions (∼> 100), making individual events more likely to be detected
and potentially providing enough counts over a long enough time
interval to allow reliable model fits. These longer orbital period
systems also have a longer GW-driven time to merger (longer than
the Hubble time). Note, however, that if, for example, mass transfer
from a star in a hierarchical orbit is providing the mass that makes
one or both compact objects detectable, mass transfer and mass
loss from the system will likely decrease the time to merger so that
some of these systems will merge in a Hubble time. Finally, the
longer orbital period systems have a lower probability for optimal
lensing alignment. In addition, for systems where less than an en-
tire orbit is observed and the cadence of observation is longer than
the event duration, the complete expression for the probability must
include a factor equal to the observing duty cycle, which is smaller
than unity in such systems. The reason we nevertheless expect that
compact-object binaries with large orbital periods can contribute is
that in each galaxy, the numbers of compact-object binaries with
larger orbits and with lower intrinsic luminosities (that may be de-
tectable with large magnification) is potentially large (See §4).
Looking at the variation with total binary mass in the left panel
of Figure 1, we find that the lower mass systems produce shorter
events with higher maximum magnification. Here the black, blue,
green, and red lines represent equal mass binaries with total masses
4M, 20M, 100M, 200M respectively. The lifetime of such
systems under GW-driven decay is of order a Hubble time for the
100 ks orbital period, 4M binaries. The lifetime drops to ∼ 108
yr for 100M binaries with 100 ks orbital periods. Hence, the less
massive CO binaries exhibit shorter lensing durations but longer bi-
nary lifetimes and higher peak magnifications at the orbital periods
of interest.
In the right panel of Figure 1, we plot the same quantities,
but each curve corresponds to a different mass ratio. Each binary
has a lens component with M = 100M, and a second compo-
nent that is of 1M, 10M, 50M, and 100M in black, blue,
green, and red, respectively (in the top panel, the uppermost curve
is black, then blue, green, and red, respectively). We consider the
situation in which the larger mass object lenses the inner disc of the
accretion flow onto the smaller mass. This means that the Einstein
radius is relatively large compared with the X-ray bright region of
the disc around the smaller mass. This allows the maximum mag-
nification to be larger for smaller mass ratio systems. Thus, the top
panel shows the most interesting effect, while the three panels be-
low illustrate that the rest of the parameters are weakly dependent
on the binary mass ratio. We explore the ideal systems for detection
in the next section.
3 WHICH SYSTEMS CAN BE DETECTED?
Figure 2 demonstrates the range of binary parameters for which
observations are viable assuming an equal mass ratio binary and
a source distance of 30 Mpc for a present-day, Chandra-like X-ray
telescope (Evans et al. 2010), and at 300 Mpc for a future, Lynx-like
telescope (Gaskin et al. 2018).
The teal shaded region labeled Cτev > 1 is an estimate of
where the magnified number of counts for either telescope would
be larger than one per lensing event duration. The duration of the
lensing event τev is computed from Eq. (8). The lensed count rate
is given by,
C = C0Mmax, (12)
whereMmax is given by Eq. (7) and the un-lensed count rate C0
is found by assuming that the source emits with a bolometric lu-
minosity at a fraction fEdd of the Eddington value at a distance
d, and that all emission is in the 2 − 10 kev range. Using the
NASA HEASEARC WebPIMMS tool for the Chandra ACIS-S in-
strument, we find,
C0 ≈ 1.3 cnt s−1fEdd
(
d
1Mpc
)−2(
M
10M
)
. (13)
where we have adopted a galactic neutral Hydrogen column density
of nH = 1.22× 1021 cm−2 and a photon index of 2.0 (Yang et al.
2015). We then simply scale the count rate with binary mass and
distance.
The orange shaded region in Figure 2 demonstrates a range
of feasible binary orbital periods for detection of repeating flares
(corresponding to the region to the left of the vertical lines in Figure
1). To maximise the probability of seeing a lensing flare, we would
like the orbital period to be short enough to observe over the course
of a few observations. Hence, we draw a maximum orbital period
at 102 ks. For visualization purposes, we extend the orange region
down to a minimum period of 1 ks, a standard single observation
time for X-ray observatories. The lower limit of the orange shaded
region is not a hard cutoff. Rather, there are a number of factors that
affect the minimum observable orbital period for which observation
of a lensing event is possible. We estimate this hard cutoff to be
where the lensing duration is approximately the instrument readout
time, ≈ 3.2 seconds for Chandra. The gray lines in the left panel
of Figure 2 are drawn at constant lensing flare duration, including
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure 1. Binary self-lensing quantities vs. the binary orbital period in days. From top to bottom: the maximum possible magnification, the duration of a
self-lensing event in seconds, the time until merger due to gravitational radiation in units of the Hubble time, and the strong-lensing probability, Eq (10).
In the left panel we consider four equal-mass compact-object binaries with total masses 4M, 20M, 100M and 200M (black, blue, green, and red
respectively, appearing from top to bottom in the top panel). In the right panel we vary the binary mass ratio for a fixed primary mass of 100M (assumed to
be the lens). In order of appearance from top to bottom in each panel, are the mass ratios, q = 0.01, 0.02, 0.1, 1.0 (black, blue, green, and red respectively).
Vertical black lines denote 100 ks and 200 ks orbital periods.
this instrumental lower limit. The minimum orbital period is also
set by the count- rate requirement delineated by the teal region,
which extends below the 1 ks period limit for the most massive
binaries. Hence, it is a combination of observed source brightness
and instrumental cadence that determine the shortest orbital period
systems for which lensing flares are detectable.
While the shorter orbital-period binaries are likely more rare,
provide less magnification, and exhibit shorter event durations, they
do offer a higher probability of lensing per binary. On the right y-
axes of the left panel of Figure 2 we label the approximate proba-
bility of seeing a lensing event at the maximum magnification (Eq.
11). Note that the probability of seeing a lower magnification flare,
given by Eq. (10), is higher than this and scales with N−1/2 rather
than N−1. These probabilities of course do not take into account
the binary population as a function of orbital separation and mass.
Because closer separation and higher mass binaries merge more
quickly (at least for GW-decay driven binaries), the probability of
seeing a binary at a smaller separation also goes down, mitigating
the higher lensing probabilities. Also, none of the considerations
thus far take into account the time that the binary is EM bright. We
address these issues in §4.
The hatched purple and gray regions in Figure 2 represent
the approximate location of the LISA (GW frequencies 10−3 −
10−1 Hz) and LIGO (GW frequencies > 10 Hz) sensitivity ranges
for circular-orbit binaries. For highly eccentric binaries, such as
those that may form in dense stellar environments, these shaded
regions would be shifted upwards because a binary with high ec-
centricity, but otherwise the same orbital period, emits the majority
of its GW power at higher harmonics of the binary orbital frequency
than in the circular case. We note that the lensing flare duration will
also change by an amount less than ≈ (1 − e)3/2, for binary ec-
centricity e, depending on whether the lensing flare occurs closer
to apocentre or pericentre. The periodic nature and symmetric na-
ture of the lensing flare will not change for eccentric systems (Hu,
D’Orazio, Haiman, & Smith; In prep.).
Figure 3 shows example light curves from the specified loca-
tions in binary parameter space denoted in Figure 2 (labeled green
dots). The axes are labeled in units of expected counts from a Chan-
dra-like instrument for an Eddington luminosity source at the de-
noted distance, or a Lynx-like instrument with the same source at
10× that distance. Each panel in Figure 3 zooms in on the flare
caused by lensing of an emission region bound to one of the COs
(we assume equal masses).
To compute the light curves we use the point source Doppler-
boost plus lensing models found in §2.3 of (D’Orazio & Di Stefano
2018). Denoting the Doppler+lensing magnification modelM(t),
the expected number of countsK is found from randomly sampling
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Figure 2. Regions in binary separation a (in units of Schwarzschild radius of the total binary mass) and total-binary-mass space where lensing flares could be
observable with a Chandra-like (Lynx-like) X-ray observatory at a distance of 30 Mpc (300 Mpc), assuming sources emit at the Eddington luminosity for their
total binary mass. The teal region is where the instrument can detect at least one count per lensing flare duration. The orange region delineates binaries with
orbital periods between 1− 102 ks. The gray lines are contours of constant lensing timescale, the shortest is set to the Chandra read-out time. The dashed red
lines are lines of constant, maximum lensing magnification (Eq. 7). The right y-axis estimates the probability that a given binary will produce lensing at the
maximum magnification, when observed for an entire orbital period. For reference, we draw the approximate regions of sensitivity for GW detection by LISA
(GW frequencies of 10−3 − 10−1 Hz, hatched purple) and LIGO (GW frequencies > 10 Hz, hatched gray), assuming a binary on a circular orbit.
the Poisson distribution,
P(K) = (tbinC0M(t))
K
K!
exp [−tbinC0M(t)], (14)
where tbin is the bin size and C0 is in units of counts per second.
ThenP(K) provides the probability of detectingK counts per tbin
given the average number of expected counts per bin tbinC0M(t).
In Figure 3, we plot a solid grey line to represent the magni-
fication model, tbinC0M(t), and we plot scattered points to repre-
sent the expected counts drawn from the Poisson distribution. We
realize the expected light curve 100 times (each realization denoted
by a different color) to give an indication of the uncertainty at each
observation time and, hence, the prospect of discerning the lensing
flare. For each light curve we assume an equal mass ratio binary
where each binary component has the same intrinsic luminosity.
This implies that the lensing flare occurs twice per orbital period,
but also that the lensing flare is less magnified than it would be in
the case where only one of the binary components is bright.
Figure 3 illustrates the distances to which lensing flares could
be identified from different types of binaries. For BNS systems
within ∼ 3 Mpc (30 Mpc), a Chandra-like (Lynx-like) X-ray tele-
scope could identify X-ray lensing flares, even when binning data
over short, 10 second intervals needed to temporally resolve the
lens flare. For more massive binaries, the longer flare duration and
brighter intrinsic luminosity allows identification to farther dis-
tances. A Chandra-like (Lynx-like) instrument can identify lensing
flares from≈ 102−103M binaries out to∼ 30 (300) Mpc. Using
longer duration time bins could allow detection out to even further
distances than considered in Figure 3, but at the cost of washing
out the lensing flare for short orbital period systems. We now turn
towards estimating the number of binaries within these distances,
and in the preferred range of orbital periods delineated in Figure 2.
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ex.5 Porb=10ks, M=100M⊙
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ex.6 Porb=10ks, M=103M⊙
Figure 3. Simulated Chandra light curves of six different binary systems, zoomed in on the lensing flare. Each color represents one of the 100 realizations of
the light curve, the spread of counts at each epoch gives an approximate uncertainty. Each panel corresponds to the binary parameters marked in the left panel
of Figure 2 by green dots labeled ‘ex #’.
4 PLAUSIBILITY OF DETECTION
In this section we determine the plausibility of detecting a repeat-
ing self-lensing event from a CO binary by estimating the number
density of CO binaries with orbital periods Porb ∼< 10
2ks, and
the fraction of which that are bright enough to be detectable with
present or future X-ray observations. Non- repeating systems may
be even more prevalent, though less certain in their identification,
as discussed previously (see the discussion of Figures 1 and 2).
While the rate of CO mergers is beginning to be pinned down
by LIGO/VIRGO, it is still orders of magnitude uncertain (10’s to
1000’s Gpc−3 yr−1. Furthermore, the inference from merger rate
to the number density of systems at larger separations, where lens-
ing signatures manifest, depends on the poorly understood rate at
which CO-binary orbits decay and, hence, the mechanisms that
bring CO binaries close enough to merge within a Hubble time.
These mechanisms also dictate the length of time that the binary
can be bright enough for observable lensing. While we do not tackle
rate estimates in detail here, we demonstrate that such systems
could be waiting to be discovered in the local universe. Whether
or not any such systems exist rests primarily on the unknown frac-
tion of CO binaries that do not merge within a Hubble time and the
fraction of time that a CO binary emits near its Eddington lumi-
nosity. Null detections could help to narrow such uncertainties. We
end this section by briefly considering mechanisms that can gener-
ate bright EM emission.
4.1 Rates
We proceed by estimating the number of CO binaries per orbital
period and binary mass. We multiply this by the probability for
lensing (Eq. 10) and the fraction of CO binaries that are EM bright
and then integrate over all relevant binary masses and observation-
ally accessible orbital periods. We consider two illustrative cases:
(i) Isolated CO binaries driven to merger solely by GW decay.
(ii) Dynamically formed binary black holes (BBHs) that merge
within globular clusters.
4.1.1 Isolated GW-driven binaries
For the isolated CO binaries, we first estimate dngal/dPorb, the
number of binaries per Milky-Way-like galaxy with orbital periods
between Porb and Porb + dPorb (see also Christian & Loeb 2017).
We assume that the CO binaries are on circular orbits and are driven
together by GW emission. We further assume that the population is
in steady state and solve the homogeneous advection equation that
describes the evolution of CO-binary orbital periods over time,
∂Porb
[
dPorb
dt
∣∣∣∣
GW
dngal
dPorb
]
= 0. (15)
This has solutions,
dngal
dPorb
=
C
A
P
5/3
orb
M5/3
(16)
A ≡ 384
5
(2pi)8/3
G5/3
c5
qs,
where C is a constant of integration that we set via the LIGO-rate
boundary condition.
We incorporate a distribution of binary masses by assuming
that each total binary mass is drawn from a Salpeter mass function
of the form dN/dM ∝M−α. Then we define,
p(M) ≡ 1
Ntot
dN
dM
=
1− α
M1−αmax −M1−αmin
M−α, (17)
where Ntot =
∫Mmax
Mmin
dN
dM
dM .
To fix the constant of integration, we impose a boundary con-
dition requiring the flux of BBHs passing into the LIGO band be
equal to the LIGO co-moving merger rate. Assuming that the con-
stant C is mass independent (that the mass dependent co-moving
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merger rate is flat between Mmin and Mmax), and because p(m)
integrates to 1, we find that C = Ri. Where the co-moving merger
rate, Ri ≡ dni/dt, is estimated by LIGO for the ith type of CO
binary (i → BBH, BH-NS, BNS; see Table 1). This rate density
is then converted into a rate per Milky-Way-like galaxy by assum-
ing that there are dNG/dV = 10−2 galaxies per Mpc3 (Montero-
Dorta & Prada 2009). Our solution for the number of CO binaries
per galaxy, orbital period, and mass is then,
d2ngal
dPorbdM
= Ri p(M)
A
(
Porb
M
)5/3
. (18)
Next we multiply our solution by the mass and orbital
period dependent probability of a significant lensing event,
DobsPL(Porb,M), where the second term is the proba-
bility of a lensing flare given that an entire orbit is ob-
served (Eq. (10)) and Dobs is the fraction of an orbit that
is observed with a cadence higher than once per flare du-
ration. We then integrate over all binary masses and the
range of orbital periods that are of observational interest,
and multiply by the total number of galaxies per volume,
Nlens(Pmax) = DobsfEM∆ΩPmax
dNG
dV
∫ Pmax
0
∫ Mmax
Mmin
∫ zmax(Porb,M)
0
d2V
dzdΩ
dz
d2ngal
dPorbdM
PL(Porb,M) dM dPorb, (19)
where we have introduced the parameters χ, the fraction of all
CO binaries that will merge; ΩPmax , the area of sky observed for at
least the duration of Pmax; and fEM, the fraction of a binary life-
time (for orbital periods shorter than Pmax) that the binary is EM
bright, where in this case bright means emitting near the Edding-
ton luminosity. Here zmax is the maximum redshift out to which
one could observe the EM emission. This is found by solving for a
maximum luminosity distance by setting the minimally magnified
count-rate (Eq. (13) multiplied by a minimum magnification factor
of 1.34), equal to a minimum detectable count rate given by the
condition that Cτev = 1. Hence, zmax is a function of M , P , and
q and represents the maximum redshift where at least one count
can be collected during the (minimally) lensed flare. The quantity
d2V/(dzdΩ) is the co-moving volume per redshift and solid angle.
For BBHs and BNSs we assume a mass ratio of unity, choos-
ingMmin = 10M andMmax = 100M for BBHs, and choosing
Mmin = 2M andMmax = 6M for BNSs. For BH-NS binaries,
we allow the total binary mass to range from Mmin = 5M and
Mmax = 50, and then assign a mass ratio by assuming a 1.4M
NS.
The results of computing the integral in Eq. (19) are listed
in Table 1 for both Chandra-like and Lynx-like sensitivities,
assuming our fiducial value of Pmax = 100 ks. Assuming
small dmax (∼< 100’s Mpc), the results in Table 1 scale as,
Nlens =

1× 104 (BBH)
2× 104 (BH−NS)
3× 103 (BNS)
× ∆Ω100
4pi
DobsfEM
χ
( R
10−5gal−1yr−1
)(
Fmin
Fmin,Chandra
)3/2(
102ks
Pmax
)10/3
, (20)
where we have defined a minimum flux sensitivity Fmin compared
to the sensitivity of Chandra. For Lynx, which we take to be 100×
more sensitive than Chandra, these numbers increase by a factor of
103.
The number of possible lensing binaries increases steeply
with the maximum allowed binary orbital period. The Pmax de-
pendence can be determined from Eq. (19): because Nlens ∝
(dn2/dPorbdM)(PL)(d3max)dPorb ∝ P 5/3orb P−1/3orb P 1orbP 1orb =
P
10/3
orb . That is, the number of lensing candidates increases with
P because 1) there are more binaries at longer orbital periods be-
cause they spend a longer time there and 2) because longer orbital
periods imply longer lensing durations which allow a larger detec-
tion volume ∼ d3max through the requirement that Cτev > 1. This
increase in number with Pmax outweighs the weaker decrease in
lensing probability with Pmax.
This scaling holds only as long as continuous observations
can be made for duration Pmax. For orbital periods much longer
than that of a typical observation time, the factor Dobs is less
than one, and the full P 10/3max increase is not realized. Because
Dobs ∝ min [Tobs/P, 1] for total observation time Tobs, the scal-
ing goes as P 7/3maxTobs for Porb > Tobs. Additionally an instrument
specific drop in number with Pmax will occur if ∆ΩPmax decreases
steeply with Pmax above some value.
To further understand the numbers predicted by Eq. (19) and
recorded in Table 1, we consider, as an example, the BNS popu-
lation. At Porb 6 102 ks, our steady-state model, tied to a LIGO
rate of 103Gpc−3yr−1 (10−4 gal−1yr−1), implies that there are
∼ 106 BNSs per galaxy. Because the merger time is approximately
a Hubble time for a BNS with Porb → 102 ks, this means that a
galaxy harbors ∼ 106 BNSs over its lifetime. The lensing prob-
ability reduces this number by a factor of ∼ 600, leaving a few
×103 near-line-of-sight aligned BNSs per galaxy. At a distance of
∼ 7 Mpc for Chandra (∼ 70 Mpc for Lynx) there are∼ 10 (∼ 104)
galaxies. Multiplying by 103 lensing candidates per galaxy yields
the (all-sky) numbers for BNS lensing candidates in Table 1.
Because such binaries could be part of an observable, high-
mass X-ray binary population before they become BNSs, it serves
as a consistency check to consider the implications of our rate cal-
culation for the number of high-mass X-ray binaries expected per
galaxy. If 106 BNSs are formed per galaxy per Hubble time, and
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if winds and mass overflow can produce X-ray emission via accre-
tion onto the first-formed CO for 104 − 105 yr, then we expect 1-
10 high-mass X-ray binaries per galaxy, which is not unreasonable
(Fabbiano 2019, e.g.).
Eq. (20) and an estimate for ∆Ω100, can be used to con-
strain the quantity fEM/χ even via the non-detection of lensing
flares. This quantity elucidates the number of Eddington luminos-
ity CO binaries with orbital periods below 100 ks, and also the
fraction of such CO binaries that merge vs. stall. This is interest-
ing because the orbital period of a circular, equal-mass-ratio binary
that will merge in a Hubble time is P 6 410[M/(60M)]5/8ks.
For Chandra, ∆Ω100/(4pi) ∼ 0.01 (Evans et al. 2010), hence,
we would expect to see at least one lensing systems with Chan-
dra if fEM/χ ∼> 10
−2, and assuming a similar ∆Ω100 for Lynx, if
fEM/χ ∼> 10
−5. We offer estimates for fEM in §4.2.
4.1.2 Dynamically formed BBHs
We next narrow our discussion from all CO binaries to only BBHs,
and specifically those that form dynamically in globular clusters
(GCs). The dynamical formation channel predicts a specific num-
ber of BBHs per GC and also the period distribution of these BBHs.
Samsing et al. (2019) show that
dngal
dPorbdM
∣∣∣∣
dyn
∝ p(M)
P
5/3
orb
exp
[
−ξHB 1−  (Porb/PHB)
−20/21
1− 
]
ξHB =
(
8192
3645pi
v11d
c5(GM)3nGC
)2/7
PHB ≈ 3
√
3pi
4
GM
v3d
 ≡
(
7
9
)−10/7
(21)
which introduces the GC velocity dispersion vd and stellar number
density nGC for which we take fiducial values of vd = 12.5kms−1
and nGC = 105 pc−3 (see, e.g., Samsing et al. 2019, and refer-
ences therein). Here we have assumed that binaries are all equal
mass due to the propensity for mass segregation and exchange in-
teractions to produce equal mass ratio binaries (e.g. Heggie & Hut
2003).
With Eq. (21) we repeat the calculation of §4.1.1 for GW-
driven, isolated binaries, but without using the LIGO rate to tie
our estimate to only those systems that will merge within a Hubble
time. To do so, we assume that all GCs will have approximately
5 BBHs in their core at any time (e.g., Kremer et al. 2019c) and
that every Galaxy has 150 GCs (Harris 2010). Then we normal-
ize the number of dynamically formed BBHs per orbital period,
dngal/d logP |dyn, by setting 5 × 150 equal to the integral of the
RHS of Eq. (21) over all orbital periods up to the hard binary limit,
PHB.
The period distributions for self-lensing BBH systems, formed
via both dynamical and isolated channels are plotted in Figure 4 for
a range of binary masses. The orange lines are drawn for isolated
GW decay matched to a LIGO rate of 100 Gpc−3 yr−1. The black
lines are drawn for the dynamically formed BBHs. The dotted-
gray lines illustrate the period distribution before taking the lensing
probability into account.
The dynamically formed BBH population peaks in number at
orbital periods of a few 100 ks, ideal for the X-ray self-lensing ob-
servations, but has a lower total number than the LIGO normalized
population, consistent with the low end of the LIGO BBH rates
(See Table 1).
4.2 EM emission mechanisms
The opportunity to use self-lensing as a tool to study CO binaries
exists only if one or both COs emit bright EM radiation, a prop-
erty we parameterized by the EM duty cycle fEM in the previous
subsections. One can estimate the EM duty cycle with the simple
approximation fEM ∼ τEM/τmerge, which relies on an estimate
of how long any member of a CO binary can be bright enough for
detection and so depends on distance from the observer and the
binary properties, as well as the EM-radiation-generating mecha-
nism itself. Because this is uncertain, and indeed something that
an ongoing search for self-lensing flares could constrain, here we
simply motivate a few ways that CO binaries could emit near their
Eddington luminosities.
While NSs and magnetars can be bright after birth due to mag-
netically driven spin down power or fallback accretion, they typi-
cally only reach sub-Eddington Luminosities that render them de-
tectable within our own Milky Way and its satellites. (Kaspi & Be-
loborodov 2017; Chatterjee et al. 2000). One exception is the Ultra
Luminous X-ray sources that could be super Eddington accretors
(Kaaret et al. 2017). However, as the physical nature of these ob-
jects is not yet uncertain we do not attempt their prevalence in bi-
naries and their EM duty cycle here.
BBHs can also be bright for limited times due to fallback ac-
cretion (Perna et al. 2014). A fallback disc could contain Md ≡
qdM of material, where M is the total binary mass. If the disc can
accrete onto the binary at a fraction fEdd of the Eddington rate,
M˙ = fEdd2.3 × 10−8Myr−1(M/M), assuming 10% accre-
tion efficiency, then the disc could have a total active lifetime
τEM ≈ qdM
fEdd2.3× 10−8Myr−1(M/M) (22)
≈ 4.3× 105yr f−1Edd
qd
10−2
,
which is the fraction qd of the mass doubling time at rate fEdd.
From this we estimate a duty cycle for EM bright emission fEM ∼<
10−5, assuming that a binary merges in a Hubble time. We note that
Perna et al. (2016) and Kimura et al. (2017) explore the possibil-
ity of dormant fallback discs being reborn by tidal torques in BBH
systems. Specifically, Kimura et al. (2017) find that fallback discs
around each BH can be revitalized ∼ 105 years before merger, but
only with the brightest, super-Eddington stage of accretion happen-
ing less than a year before merger.
The formation of the second CO may also occur soon after
a common-envelope phase, supplying gas to the CO binary (see
Ivanova et al. 2013, for a review). It may be possible for residual
accretion to continue to produce EM radiation after the common
envelope is ejected.
Another intriguing possibility is accretion onto the CO binary
from a stellar companion in an hierarchical orbit. It is increasingly
clear that massive stars are born in binaries, and also in hierarchical
triples (e.g., Moe & Di Stefano 2017). The existence of a third star
may play an important evolutionary role in allowing the compact
binary to form. For example, several studies have invoked secular
dynamical interactions (particularly the Kozai-Lidov mechanism)
with a wide-orbit companion to shrink the inner orbit so that merger
within a Hubble time is possible.
As the third star in an un-evolved star plus CO-binary triple
evolves, it will emit winds. In some cases, it may come to fill its
Roche lobe. In either case, a fraction of the mass from the outer
star will come under the gravitational influence of the stellar rem-
nants in the inner binary. As they fall toward the compact rem-
nants, they can become X-ray bright. The duration of mass trans-
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Figure 4. The number of compact-object binaries per log orbital period integrated over a range of binary masses. The orange lines are drawn for a population
of compact objects undergoing orbital decay due only to GW radiation (§4.1.1) and are truncated at the maximum orbital periods for which GW decay could
merge the pair in a Hubble time (assuming a binary mass ratio of q = 1). The black lines represent the dynamically formed population of BBHs described in
§4.1.2. The gray dotted lines are drawn without taking into account the probability for orbital alignment to cause strong lensing. The probability for a binary
to be EM bright is set to fEM = 1 for scaling purposes, in reality this number might be 10−5, but is uncertain.
Pmax = 102ks Dobs = 1.0
Binary type Ri [Gpc−3 yr−1] —Number of Lynx Lensing Candidates— —Number of Chandra Lensing Candidates—
Isolated
[
∆Ω100
4pi
fEM/χ
]
Dynamical
[
∆Ω100
4pi
fEM
]
Isolated
[
∆Ω100
4pi
fEM/χ
]
Dynamical
[
∆Ω100
4pi
fEM
]
BBH 10− 100 (106 − 107) ∼ 105 (103 − 104) ∼ 102
BH-NS 6 600 6 108 – 6 105 –
BNS 100− 3800 (106 − 108) – (103 − 105) –
Table 1. The approximate, all-sky numberNlens of lensing systems by binary type and formation mechanism multiplied by the fraction fEM that emit at or
above the Eddington luminosity and by the solid angle ∆Ω100 of sky observed for at least the duration of the maximum orbital period set to Pmax = 100ks.
The quantity χ is the fraction that will merge within a Hubble time and is only relevant for the "Isolated" category which is tied to the LIGO merger rate.
Merger rate ranges are from The LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al. (2018).
fer is determined by the evolutionary time scale of the outer star.
For stars of high mass, one or both components of the inner binary
may be X-ray bright for ∼ 105 yr, while the time scale is longer,
up to ∼ 107 yr, for stars of lower mass. An interesting point is
that the time to merger evolves as mass is transferred. Changes by
more than two orders of magnitude may not be unusual (Di Stefano
2018). Thus, typical values of the duty cycle fEM may be as large
as a few percent to unity.
Recently, Samsing et al. (2019), Lopez et al. (2019), and Kre-
mer et al. (2019a) pointed out that in the dynamical formation sce-
nario, BBHs could interact with stars allowing both or one BH to
become bright via tidal disruptions, which need not be limited to
the Eddington luminosity.
While here we have simply sketched a motivation for the pos-
sibility of bright EM emission from CO binaries, future work can be
carried out to better quantify the possibility for bright (Eddington)
and long lived (∼> 10
−5 of an average merging binary’s lifetime)
EM emission caused by a combination of the above possibilities.
5 DISCUSSION
We have shown that binary self-lensing of a bright component of a
CO binary by the other could serve as a unique identifier of the pro-
genitors of LIGO and LISA GW sources, namely the stellar-mass-
CO inspirals and mergers. We estimate the timescales, magnifica-
tion, and possible rates of such events. Binaries with periods of or-
der 100 ks can exhibit repeating self-lensing flares with maximum
magnifications ranging from a few to ×100, depending on binary
mass. They are detectable within single X-ray observation times,
and can merge via GW emission within a Hubble time. Longer or-
bital period systems (with lensing properties given by systems to
the right of the vertical lines in Figure 1) may be more abundant,
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though detectable as single-flare events that can be followed-up to
search for the predicted succeeding flares.
We estimate that, out to a distance to which a Lynx-like fu-
ture X-ray observatory could see an Eddington limited source,
∼ 107fEM/χ CO binaries, across the entire sky, would have or-
bital periods of ∼< 100 ks and be inclined sufficiently to the line
of sight to cause strong lensing flares. The same estimate using the
flux-sensitivity of Chandra is ∼ 104fEM/χ. Here fEM parame-
terizes the unknown duty cycle of CO binaries below a maximum
orbital period that have at least one bright component (bolometric
luminosity at the Eddington luminosity or greater), and χ is the
fraction of CO binaries at of order 100 ks orbital periods that will
merge rather than stall. For example, χ could be less than one if
gas dynamics slow or prevent merger (Tang et al. 2017; Derdzinski
et al. 2019; Muñoz et al. 2019; Moody et al. 2019), or if the bi-
nary is broken up during dynamical formation (as happens for the
2-body and 3-body mergers of, e.g., Samsing & D’Orazio 2018;
D’Orazio & Samsing 2018; Rodriguez et al. 2018a).
While the above estimates invoke a steady-state population of
GW-driven CO binaries, we also considered a population of BBHs
that are driven to merger in GCs via dynamical processes. The total
number of lensing candidates predicted via the dynamical channel
is consistent with the low-end predictions of the "Isolated" GW-
driven channel. It is interesting to note that the two populations
have significantly different period distributions that, if probed by a
self-lensing population, could differentiate between the two forma-
tion scenarios (see also Samsing et al. 2019).
Furthermore, within a given CO-binary formation model, we
can constrain the value of fEM/χ by searching for such repeating
flares in present X-ray data. Considering the isolated GW-decay
model, null detection with Chandra-sensitivity archival data cover-
ing 1% of the sky would constrain this quantity to be fEM/χ ∼<
10−2 and null detections with a similar sky coverage at Lynx-
sensitivity would require fEM/χ ∼< 10
−5 (see Eq. 20), which
begins to become astrophysically interesting given expectations
for certain astrophysical scenarios discussed in §4.2. A wide area
X-ray survey with similar sensitivities would improve these con-
straints by up to two orders of magnitude. If independent measure-
ments of the merging fraction χ can be made via, e.g., LISA vs.
LIGO population analysis, then the EM duty cycle of CO binaries
can be constrained.
More interesting would be an observation of a self-lensing
event. From such an observation we can learn the orbital period
and mass of the binary and its components. Multiple such determi-
nations would allow us to infer the orbital period distribution of CO
binaries at large separations and compare to models such as those
plotted in Figure 4. This would open a window into the CO-binary
population at a time in their evolution before any GW instrument
could detect them. It could also probe the population near forma-
tion; this is because O(100) ks orbital periods, which are ideal for
self-lensing detection, are also approximately the orbital periods
that delineate merging systems from those that do not merge via
GW emission within a Hubble time. For example, equal mass ratio,
3M BNSs on circular orbits will merger in a Hubble time when
starting from Porb ∼ 60 ks while 60M BBHs will merge in a
Hubble time starting from Porb ∼ 400 ks. This suggests that ob-
serving BNSs near 100 ks orbital periods can teach us something
about the fraction of BNSs that merge (our parameter χ).
While we have considered specifically Chandra- and Lynx-
like instruments in order to observationally ground this study, it is
important to consider the interplay between the sky coverage as a
function of observation time (setting ∆ΩPmax ), and the instrument
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Figure 5. The magnification due to self-lensing (black-solid line) and the
relativistic Doppler boost (orange-dashed line) as a function of inclination
of the binary to the line of sight. The smallest inclination angle is chosen in
order to align the source and the Einstein radius of the lens (strong lensing
limit), smaller inclination angles result in lensing amplifications upwards of
100 for the smallest source sizes (see Figure 2).
sensitivity (setting dmax). Reading off the scaling of sky coverage
and sensitivity from Eq. (20), we can apply our calculation to other
X-ray instruments. Compared to Chandra we find,
Nlens,Lynx ≈ 103Nlens,Chandra
Nlens,Athena ≈ 30Nlens,Chandra
Nlens,Axis ≈ 30Nlens,Chandra (23)
where, as throughout the rest of this work we have estimated a
100× better sensitivity with Lynx. We have estimated a 10× bet-
ter sensitivity for Axis and Athena (Nandra et al. 2013; Reynolds
& Mushotzky 2017), with similar end-mission values of ∆Ω100
for both (while the Athena mission has a larger field of view than
Chandra, its mission duration may be shorter). While eRosita is an
all-sky survey, it will only observe ∼ 0.01 percent of the sky for
greater than 10 ks, and with a similar sensitivity to Chandra (Mer-
loni et al. 2012). We also estimate that XMM Newton and SWIFT
perform comparably to Chandra for such a task. Ultimately, the
combination of data from all of these instruments will allow the
most constraining power.
Systems that exhibit periodic self-lensing will also exhibit pe-
riodic modulations due to the relativistic Doppler boost. Because,
we are considering systems with orbital periods ∼> 1 ks, and with
mass below ∼ 103M, magnification due to the Doppler boost
never becomes as large as in the lensing case. However, the range of
binary inclination angles for which moderate Doppler-boost magni-
fication occurs is wider (D’Orazio & Di Stefano 2018), and so the
probability of finding a moderately amplified, periodic, Doppler-
boosted system can be higher.
As an example, consider the approximate amplitude of
Doppler modulations, (3−α)vorb/c cos i for line-sight inclination
i and spectral slope α. We choose α = 1 for demonstration. For
a M = 103M binary, for which Doppler amplification would be
the largest, Figure 5 plots the line-of-sight inclination angle depen-
dence of the Doppler-boost magnification as well as lensing mag-
nification for the same binary system. From Figure 5, it clear that
lensing magnification greatly dominates over Doppler magnifica-
tion at small inclination angles, but that the Doppler amplification
is still prevalent for a much wider range of inclination angles.
To determine for what systems a Doppler-boost detection will
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be plausible we ask: when will the count rate be high enough for
Poisson error bars on the count number to be smaller than the max-
imum Doppler amplification. We use the unlensed count rate from
Eq. (13) and the Doppler amplification motived above to determine
the region of binary parameter space where
Poisson error 6 Doppler amplified counts√
C0Porb
2
6
(
3− α
c
1
1 + q
√
GM
a
)
C0Porb
2
. (24)
The analogous criterion for the lensing case is nearly identical to
the count rate criteria depicted by the teal region of Figure 2.
In Figure 6 we plot this region in gray in a plot modeled af-
ter Figure 2, but for the Doppler boost instead of lensing magni-
fication. As in Figure 2, the teal region specifies when the system
is detectable, except in the Doppler case we use the criteria that
one count be observed at the unlensed count rate over half of a
binary orbit (rather than requiring one count at the lensed count
rate over the duration of the lensing event). Importantly, the crite-
ria for Doppler identification, Eq. (24), is only realized when many
counts can be collected, for the most massive, longest period sys-
tems. Figure 6 shows that Doppler-boost identification is only vi-
able for binaries with total mass greater than ∼ 103M. In these
cases however, the detection probability can be much higher than
for the lensing case (a factor of 10− 45× higher for M = 103M
and Porb = 1−100 ks). Whether or not there are enough BBH sys-
tems with mass above 103M within a few×100 Mpc to capitalize
on the higher probability of finding such Doppler-boost systems is
uncertain.
While self-lensing offers a unique EM signature of CO bina-
ries that may, in the distant future, pass through the LISA band
and merge in the LIGO band, it may also offer an EM counter-
part to low frequency, near-by LISA sources. This is hinted at by
the small overlap of the orange, teal, and hatched purple regions
in Figures 2 and 6 and is explored in further detail in Figure 7.
Figure 7 plots GW characteristic strain vs. GW frequency, plotting
the four-year-LISA (black; SNR=1) and O2 LIGO (grey; SNR=1)
sensitivity curves for reference. The shaded purple regions denote
the GW strain over the lifetime of inspiralling CO binaries at 10
Mpc (‘+” hatched) and 100 Mpc (‘x’ hatched) in the mass ranges
of 3 6 M/M 6 100 (see D’Orazio & Samsing 2018, for an ex-
planation of how these are drawn). The orange region of Figures 2
and 6 is also plotted in orange in Figure 7, but in GW frequency
space assuming circular orbits. The overlap of orange and purple
regions above the LISA sensitivity curve shows that self-lensing
EM counterparts to LISA sources are a possibility for the closest
and most massive binaries. This could be interesting as a few such
sources are predicted to exist (Kremer et al. 2019b).
The shorter orbital period lensing events, below our 1 ks cut
(to the right of the orange region in Figure 7), could still, in princi-
ple, be detected. LISA inspirals should be monitored for such peri-
odic EM emission. Lensing events from sources entering the LIGO
band are spaced too closely in time and are too short in duration to
be discerned with current or near future X-ray telescopes. We note,
however, that the microsecond cadence of gamma-ray burst detec-
tors such as Fermi GBM (FERMI-Collaboration 2015) may allow
detection of such events. Furthermore, the detection of an EM chirp
from such a lensing signature near merger has been investigated
with a dynamical spacetime ray-tracing code by Schnittman et al.
(2018).
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Figure 6. The same as Figure 2, except considering periodic modulation
due only to the Doppler boost. Here the teal region labeled 〈C〉Porb/2 > 1,
denotes where the average flux over half of an orbital period results in at
least one count for a Chandra-like (Lynx-like) instrument and an Edding-
ton luminosity source at 30 Mpc (300 Mpc). The dark shaded region that
overlays a subset of the teal region at high binary masses denotes where
there are enough counts to detect the Doppler modulation, i.e., where the
Poisson error in the number of counts is smaller than the typical Doppler
magnification, Eq. (24).
Figure 7. The overlap of the orange region of Figures 2 and 6 with the
LISA band (Robson et al. 2019). For reference we have shaded in purple
the tracks of characteristic strain vs. GW frequency of CO binaries with
masses ranging from 3 − 100M at distances of 10 and 100 Mpc as they
pass through the LISA band (SNR=1 drawn in black) and the LIGO band
(SNR=1 drawn in gray).
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6 CONCLUSIONS
We conclude with some caveats and prospects for future work.
We have assumed circular binary orbits in our lensing models.
Inclusion of eccentricity changes the shape of lensing curves but
does not significantly alter the lensing duration or magnification.
Here we have focused on X-ray observations of self-lensing
because X-rays naturally emanate from the smallest regions bound
to BHs and NSs. However, emission regions at optical and UV
wavelengths can also exhibit self-lensing signatures and may ben-
efit from the upcoming and present all-sky time-domain surveys
such as the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF, Bellm et al. 2019) and
The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST, Ivezic & et al. 2008).
That is, optical emission may be more extended and, hence, not as
highly magnified as the X-ray emission region, but a much larger
volume of space could be surveyed in optical. This should be con-
sidered in future work.
Because of their repetition, symmetric pulse shape, and large
magnifications, self-lensing flares have high potential for being a
uniquely identifiable electromagnetic signature of compact-object
binaries. Hence, in optical or in X-ray, these unique signatures
should be searched for. Null search results will constrain the
merging fraction in combination with the EM-bright lifetime of
compact-object binaries, while a detection of self-lensing offers a
direct window into their formation and early life.
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